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Abstract 
Bermond, J.-C., C. Delcwme and J.J. Quisquater, Table of large (4 D )-graphs, Discrete Applied Math- 
ematics 37/38 (1992) 575-577. 

















Connection of two cycles [2], 
Cayley graphs found in a paper by 9 authors [7], 
special graphs found by Allwright, 
construction by Bond and Delorme [4], 
Cayley graphs found by Campbell [6], 
Cayley graphs found by Chudnovsky, Chudnovsky and Denneau [8], 
chordal rings found by Quisquater [191, 
Cayley graphs found by Dinneen [ 141, 
Cayley graphs found by Dinneen (August 1990), 
chordal rings found by Doty [ 151, 
cycle on fi vertices, 
special graph by G6mez, Fiol and Serra [ 171, 
incidence graph of a regular generalized hexagon [3], 
Hoffman-Singleton graph, 
complete graph, 
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Table 1 
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32 105 355 
HS 2q- 2cv 
50 136 506 
P: 9a Dim 
57 203 915 
Pid Qi Din 
74 585 1254 
PG Q;d GES 
91 650 1820 
P;d Q;d GMT,) 
94 715 3200 
Ph Q;d Q; *Xs 
133 780 4680 
Pitd Q;d Qy(&) 






532 2 742 
Diw m-S 




4108 39 258 
Dinn GFS 
6890 74 954 
9a GFS 




26 268 354 422 

















































































4 773 696 
Cam 
7 738 848 
Cam 
19 845 936 
Q&H7 
47 059 200 
QP&&s 
179 755 200 
Q&b HY 
466 338 600 
QY&HY 
762616400 
Q&J-h I Pi? Q;d QLIW W&I, GFS 
183 910 8200 51240 804624 29 992 052 164 755 080 1865 452 680 
Pid (O@.J) OIICW ~I.&@I~ HI I(&) GWII %&dW h14Hi1 OwWh 
186 1215 11712 58560 1417248 7 086 240 35 947 392 282 740 976 3 630 989 376 
Pi?d t@Q~l’ QII(~!) fGO&) HII Wih KY, y&-vi 3 PY&HII Q&&H~z 
197 1600 14640 ! 32 496 I 771560 14 882 658 86 882 544 585 652 704 7 394 669 856 
Operations 
G *H twisted product of graphs [4], 
Cd duplication of some vertices of G [ 121. 
Gi insertion of new vertices on some edges of G [ 121, 
B’ quotient of the bipartite graph B by a polarity [9], 
special graph designed by Lente, 
Petersen graph, 
incidence graph of projective plane [ 181, 
incidence graph of a regular generalized quadrangle [3], 
incidence graph of a generalized quadrangle [181, 
tournament, 








the component with polarity of the Cartesian product of a bipartite graph 
B by itself [lo], 
compound using a bipartite graph B and a tournament T [ 161, 
compound using a bipartite graph B and a tournament T [ 131, 
various compounding operations [171, 
various compounding oper *. iws [ 131, 
a partial graph of H [ 111, 
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